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FROMFIROM LANGUAGE TEACHINGACHING
TO LANGUAGE acquisition
by johnjohm F haskell
A speech given at the may 1979 illinois her students before selecting the kinds of

TESOL meeting and at the april 1979 con-
ference

materials and techniques for presenting
on students of limited english encouraging and involving the students in a

proficiency sponsored by the honolulu language experience clearly such ap-
proachesdistrict department of education and the proaches to language learning as counseling

northwest regional Laboralaboratoylaboratorytoy learning with its emphasis on the positive
non threatening learning environment andeach decade seems to produce its own the teacher as facilitator rather than in-
structorresult of the needterminology a generally structor and the language experience

to reflect in concrete terms the growth the approach with its recognition of the
changes in thinking the hopefully advance-
ments

learner as the source of experience and
made how think and howin we about knowledge from which and through which

we act in our profession the change in language and life growth can be nurtured
and book titles fromemphasis on papers are present evidence of our focus on the

language teaching to language acquisition learner studies in motivation have
reflects the growing humanism of our ESL thatconvinced us the willing conscious
materials texts methods syllabusessyll abuses pro-
grams

participation of the student his personal
and teacher training certainly commitment and his own recognition of his

chomskys challenge of structural linguis-
tics

needs and wants are essential to his success-
fuland behaviorbehaviorialial psychology began or at learning of a second language

least reinforced the growing view that lan-
guage learningteachinglearninglearningteachingneededteaching needed to take a our materials too reflect this growth

toward the need dealhealthy look at itself and its clientele the viewing learners to
with communication skills rather than jjustustgrowing number of teachers who told us we

needed to reevaluate the learning task and abstract language we long ago recognized

the learner as well as the teaching method
and the teacher were certainly pushed to john haskell associate professor of

the of linguistics at northeastern illinoisprominence by reappearance bilingual
education in our public schools and its university in chicago and editor of
criticism of ESL as not being affective ie the TESOL newsletter has taught
meeting the emotional and cultural needs of ESLEFL in japan micronesia new
the individual student york san francisco puerto rico and

chicago and held ESL teacher training
As escobar and bright have recently positions at teachers college colum-

biapointed out the research and thrust of the university san francisco state
70s has the dawn of the 80sbrought us to university the university of puerto
with what they see as important and major rico and in a number of peace corps
trends in the ofareas methodology mater-
ials

training programs
and programs all of which reflect the

growing humanism in education emphasis that adultour students having less time for
on language acquisition communicative formal classroom instruction wanted instant
competence language appropriateness the language usage rather than mechanical
limited english speaker functional syl pattern building situational materials

labuses and english for special purposes are provided first the adult learner and increas-
inglythe current fruits or foci of this trend the elementary and secondary school

methodology is now acceptably eclectic learner with immediate access to functional
the teacher first evaluates the needs useful language demand for competence
capabilities and learning strategies of in language and the use of appropriate
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rather than just syntactically correct college student true many university pro-
gramslanguage has res Ated in another look at in the US have long recognized the

language asaas a notional tootool that is a tool need to prepare their ESL students to deal
which has in addi lonionon to its syntactic or with the skills required of american college
linguistic elements scindscandscjnd word and sen-
tence

education such as listening to lectures
systems and its situational usefulness taking notes and writing papers as well as

a set of definableteachabledefinable teachable parts that have mastering basic language communication
to do with how one uses language to meet skills but the trend today is clearly beyond
certain communicativediscoursecommunicative discourse needs such even that to what I1 see as the recognition
as beginning a conversation changing the that student success may also require certain
subject expressing disagreement or anger or technical or specialized content area skills as
curiosity being polite or understanding well what I1 hope this means is that ele-

mentarywhen someone else isnt etc the spanish and secondary school ESL teachers
student for example who says OK will recognize these same needs for their
OK even though he may be translating is students in ESL and bilingual programs
using real enough english but how does the teachers must not only teach english and
native english listener view this response supply first language education but prepare
in english the repetition of such a short the student for eventual movement into
response generally signals a feeling of content area classes taught in english often
exasperation on the part of the speaker by teachers less than sensitive to the indivi-

dualrather than the polite assent generally needs of the limited english speaker
expected if what I1 have seen this past year this means that the ESL teacher must
is any indication granting that texts will supply needed vocabulary while both the
concontinuetiniieminiie to be overwhelmingly audio ESL teacher and the bilingual teacher
lingualstructurallinguistic in approach together supply the knowledge of and
there will also be an increasing attempt to experience in dealing with points of view
provide material with a notional functional testing procedures discussion techniques
ie language as communication emphasis panel and individual presentation formats

A third trend long overdue and into math and science procedures etc so that
which I1 may be reading more than is yet the limited english speaker can enter his
happening is towards english for special content area classes taught in english with

not only adequate language content know-
ledge

purposes ESP programs there seems to be
an increasing recognition in the united but with appropriate and useful
states for the kind of language class that has skills ways of thinking and performing
long been taught overseas classes that not that are expected in those classes
only teach general english but also take into I1 I1 think it is hopeful to see the audio
account the specialized vocabulary and lingual dictum to take the student from
communication needs of the student mechanical to meaningful language become
whether he be the potential scientist nurse instead begin and stick with what is mean-

ingfulmechanic tourism specialist engineer or


